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Abstract12

Recent GEOTRACES transects revealed basin-scale patterns of dissolved iron in the global13

oceans, providing a unique opportunity to test numerical models and our understanding14

of the iron cycling. Subsurface maxima of dissolved iron in the upper ocean thermo-15

cline are observed in various transects, which can play an important role in regulating16

marine productivity due to their proximity to the surface euphotic layer. An ocean bio-17

geochemistry model with refined parameterizations of iron cycling is used to examine the18

mechanisms controlling the formation and maintenance of these subsurface maxima. The19

model includes the representation of three iron sources including dust deposition, conti-20

nental shelves, and hydrothermal vents. Two classes of organic ligands are parameterized21

based on the dissolved organic matter and apparent oxygen utilization. Parameterizations22

of particle-dependent scavenging and desorption are included. Although the model still23

struggles in fully capturing the observed dissolved iron distribution, it starts reproducing24

some major features, especially in the main thermocline A suite of numerical sensitivity25

experiments suggests that the release of scavenged iron associated with sinking organic26

particles forms the subsurface dissolved iron maxima in high dust regions of the Indian27

and Atlantic Oceans. In low dust regions of the Pacific basin, the subsurface dissolved28

iron extrema are sustained by inputs from the continental shelves or hydrothermal vents.29

In all cases, subsurface ligands produced by the remineralization of organic particles retain30

the dissolved iron and play a central role in the maintenance of the subsurface maxima in31

our model. Thus, the parameterization of subsurface ligands has a far-reaching impact on32

the representation of global iron cycling and biological productivity in ocean biogeochem-33

istry models.34

1 Introduction35

The micronutrient iron (Fe) limits the biological productivity of about half of the36

world’s oceans including the subpolar Pacific, the equatorial Pacific, and the Southern37

Ocean, thereby influencing the marine ecosystems and global carbon cycle [Boyd and Ell-38

wood, 2010; Moore et al., 2013]. For this reason, processes driving the ocean Fe cycling39

have been studied intensely over past decades. Oceanic Fe cycling is distinct from those40

of other nutrients because of the extremely low concentration of dissolved Fe (dFe) and41

the involvement of diverse and complex array of processes. In the oxygenated seawater, Fe42

mostly exists as ferric (Fe(III)) species with the solubility at a sub-nanomolar level [Liu43

and Millero, 2002], thus rapidly precipitates to form colloidal Fe oxides [Wu et al., 2001].44

The very low concentration of dissolved Fe has made it difficult to accurately determine45

its global distribution. At the same time, the diverse source and sink processes and their46

interactions pose a significant modeling challenge. Ocean biogeochemistry models inte-47

grate these mechanisms and their interactions in the context of the global ocean circulation48

and have indeed provided important insights, but the models still show significant biases49

[Tagliabue et al., 2016, 2017]. The existence of significant model biases indicate problems50

in the current parameterizations of Fe cycling and the quantification of Fe sources and51

sinks.52

There are several sources of Fe to the ocean including atmospheric deposition [Duce53

and Tindale, 1991; Jickells et al., 2005], continental shelves [Elrod et al., 2004; Johnson54

et al., 1999], and hydrothermal vents [Fitzsimmons et al., 2014; Resing et al., 2015; Tagli-55

abue et al., 2010]. There are also multiple processes removing Fe from the seawater such56

as biological uptake [Sunda, 2012], precipitation, and scavenging onto organic and inor-57

ganic particles [Dutay et al., 2015; Jackson and Burd, 2015]. Furthermore, Fe can take58

many different forms in the water column. As stated earlier, ferric (Fe(III)) species, the59

primarily form of Fe in the seawater, has the solubility at a sub-nanomolar level and thus60

quickly precipitates. Fe can also be bound to marine particles either through the biolog-61

ical incorporation or scavenging process [Revels et al., 2015]. The particle-bound Fe, re-62

ferred to as particulate Fe, can aggregate and gravitationally sink through the water col-63
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umn [Fowler and Knauer, 1986; Jeandel et al., 2015]. Some of the sinking particulate Fe64

can return to dissolved form through desorption and particle remineralization [Boyd et al.,65

2000]. Remineralized Fe can be scavenged again or be transported back to the surface via66

upwelling and vertical mixing [Tagliabue et al., 2014a]. However, dissolved Fe (dFe) can67

be protected from scavenging and precipitation by forming complexes with organic lig-68

ands [Macrellis et al., 2001; van den Berg, 1995]. The crucial role of organic ligands in69

protecting dFe was first demonstrated by Rue and Bruland [1995], who showed that the70

majority of dFe in seawater (~99%) is bound to ligands. Recent observational and experi-71

mental studies further confirmed the vital role of ligands by showing that marine bacteria72

produces ligands to facilitate the retention and biological uptake of dFe [Rue and Bruland,73

1995; Buck et al., 2010; Kustka et al., 2015].74

There is an emerging opportunity to improve our understanding of these processes75

as quality-controlled Fe dataset is rapidly expanding along the GEOTRACES transects76

[Mawji et al., 2015]. These transects confirmed the existence of subsurface dFe extrema77

as a prominent feature in many parts of the oceans, which was first discovered by John-78

son et al. [1997] through various vertical Fe profiles in the Pacific, North Atlantic, and79

Southern Oceans. A common pattern of dFe maxima has been observed by GEOTRACES80

cruises in the main thermocline (300 - 1,000m) as well as in the deep waters (>2,000m)81

of various ocean basins. The thermocline dFe maxima are likely formed by the release of82

Fe from remineralization processes [Rijkenberg et al., 2014; Noble et al., 2012; Nishioka83

et al., 2013] and/or by the external Fe sources [Resing et al., 2015; Nishioka and Obata,84

2017]. The deep (>2,000m) dFe maxima are likely associated with hydrothermal sources85

[Resing et al., 2015; Nishioka et al., 2013]. This study will focus on the mid-depth dFe86

maxima embedded in the main thermocline due to their proximity to the surface euphotic87

layer with a potential to influence biological productivity. The upwelling of thermocline88

waters can be an important source of dFe to the marine phytoplankton, especially for the89

Fe-limited upwelling regions [Tagliabue et al., 2014a].90

The objective of this study is twofold. First, we aim to test the ability of an ocean91

biogeochemistry model to reproduce the subsurface dFe maxima observed in the new92

GEOTRACES transects. The model includes a number of refinements in the Fe cycle pa-93

rameterizations including two classes of spatially-varying organic ligands, scavenging onto94

and desorption from organic and inorganic particles, and inputs from external sources.95

Second, we aim to better understand the mechanisms supporting the formation and main-96

tenance of the subsurface dFe maxima through a suite of sensitivity experiments. We pur-97

posefully turn off the Fe cycling parameterizations one at a time. The importance of a98

specific mechanism is inferred from the disruption in the dFe distribution caused by its re-99

moval from the model, indicating its contribution to the model’s ability to reproduce the100

observed dFe distribution.101

We specifically examine parameterizations controlling the transformation of Fe be-102

tween dissolved and particulate pool via scavenging, desorption and remineralization me-103

diated by the presence of organic ligands. Organic ligands bind with dFe and prevent it104

from being scavenged onto marine particles, thus playing central roles in the retention of105

Fe in the dissolved pool [Hutchins and Boyd, 2016]. The sources, sinks, and molecular106

identities of organic ligands are not yet fully understood [Hassler et al., 2017] and the pa-107

rameterizations of organic ligands in ocean biogeochemistry models still have significant108

uncertainty. While there can be many different types of ligands in the oceans [Hunter and109

Boyd, 2007], existing measurements often simply define two discrete ligand classes based110

on their distribution and binding strength with dFe measured by the conditional stability111

constant Kn; a stronger, surface ligand (L1) and a weaker, subsurface ligand (L2). Several112

approaches have been taken to represent ligands in ocean biogeochemistry models. Earlier113

generations of models assumed a spatially homogeneous single ligand by either limiting114

the scavenging at a constant threshold [Archer and Johnson, 2000] or explicitly resolving115

the local partitioning of free and ligand-bound Fe [Parekh et al., 2005]. Subsequent devel-116
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opment included the spatially variable ligand distribution, often by linking it to the pattern117

of dissolved organic matter and/or apparent oxygen utilization (AOU) [Misumi et al., 2013;118

Tagliabue and Völker, 2011]. The uncertainties in the representation of ligands can lead119

to biases in the model dFe distribution [Tagliabue et al., 2016]. However, observational120

techniques to identify Fe-ligand complex are being improved [Boiteau and Repeta, 2015]121

and the data coverage for organic ligands is expanding in recent years [Buck et al., 2015;122

Gerringa et al., 2015], providing an opportunity to improve ligand parameterizations. A123

recent modeling study by Völker and Tagliabue [2015] explicitly simulated a single ligand124

as a prognostic variable by representing its sources and sinks. While it requires specifica-125

tions of the ligand sources and sinks that are still uncertain, the inclusion of a prognostic126

ligand clearly improved the subsurface dFe distribution in ocean biogeochemistry models127

[Tagliabue et al., 2016]. This study takes a relatively simple approach where ligands are128

parameterized based on calibrating empirical coefficients against the available observa-129

tions. The parameterization itself is not new; we aim to keep the algorithm as simple as130

possible while still capturing the essential mechanisms as demonstrated by earlier studies131

[Misumi et al., 2013; Tagliabue and Völker, 2011]. This approach is simple to implement132

and delivers spatially resolved representation of organic ligands, thus can be easily manip-133

ulated in the sensitivity experiments.134

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the model configuration135

and set up the experimental design. In sections 3 and 4, we present results of sensitivity136

experiments. In section 5, we summarize and discuss the implication of these results.137

2 Model configuration and experimental design138

The ocean biogeochemistry model used in this study is based on the Massachusetts139

Institute of Technology general circulation model (MITgcm) [Marshall et al., 1997a,b],140

configured for a global bathymetry in a 1°x1°longitude-latitude grid and 23 non-uniform141

vertical z-levels. At this resolution, mesoscale eddies are parameterized using the isopyc-142

nal tracer and thickness diffusion scheme [Solomon, 1971; Redi, 1982; Gent and Mcwilliams,143

1990] and the mixed-layer processes are parameterized using the K-Profile Parameter-144

ization scheme [Large et al., 1994]. The model is run offline, using the climatological145

monthly circulation fields taken from the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the146

Ocean (ECCO) product version 3 [Wunsch and Heimbach, 2007]. The biogeochemical147

component of the model is modified from Parekh et al. [2005] and Dutkiewicz et al. [2005]148

(hereafter P05 and D05), which carries dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), alkalinity, phos-149

phate (PO3−
4 ), dissolved organic phosphorus (DOP), dFe, and oxygen (O2). Biological150

productivity is controlled by the availability of light and nutrients (PO3−
4 and dFe) using151

Monod function. There are some notable differences in the parameterization of the Fe152

cycling relative to the earlier version of MITgcm in P05 and D05. In this study, the bio-153

logical Fe uptake in the subarctic Pacific and Southern Oceans can be varied as a function154

of the dFe concentration, which represents the luxury Fe uptake of diatoms in these re-155

gions where silica is abundant [Ingall et al., 2013]. In addition, we include three external156

sources of dFe (atmospheric deposition, continental shelves, and hydrothermal vents) as157

opposed to only atmospheric deposition as in P05 and D05.158

2.1 Atmospheric dust deposition159

Atmospheric deposition of dFe under the preindustrial condition is obtained from re-160

cent modeling studies, which employed the three-dimensional atmospheric chemical trans-161

port model GEOS-Chem coupled with a comprehensive dust-Fe dissolution scheme [Ito162

et al., 2016; Johnson and Meskhidze, 2013]. The solubility of dust Fe is spatially vary-163

ing. The majority of the deposited dust Fe is likely in the insoluble form especially in the164

high dust region. Ocean biogeochemistry models tend to overestimate the surface dFe con-165

centration under high-dust regions in the Indian and tropical Atlantic Oceans if a uniform166
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solubility is used [Tagliabue et al., 2016]. Thus, we manipulate the solubility of dust Fe167

for these regions, reducing it by two orders of magnitude. We acknowledge the limitation168

of this approach and are aware of a new approach from Ye and Völker [2017] by explicitly169

solving for lithogenic particles, however there is still large uncertainty in the dissolution170

kinetics of particulate dust Fe [Mahowald et al., 2009] and in the magnitude of dust depo-171

sition itself [Anderson et al., 2016].172

2.2 Shelf sediments173

The input of dFe from sea-floor sediments is calculated by following Moore and174

Braucher [2008]. The essence of this parameterization is to represent the release of Fe175

from unresolved continental shelves in the coarse resolution ocean model. To do so, we176

first estimate the biological productivity over the continental shelves using remotely sensed177

ocean color data [Behrenfeld and Falkowski, 1997]. Second, we calculate the e-ratio as a178

function of total productivity and sea surface temperature, following Laws et al. [2011],179

and assume a parameterized remineralization profile below the euphotic layer [Martin180

et al., 1987] to estimate the sinking organic flux at the depths of continental shelves using181

the ETOPO2 (2-min global ocean bathymetry). The sedimentary dFe flux is then calcu-182

lated and mapped onto the coarse-resolution model grid points based on a ratio with the183

organic carbon flux [Elrod et al., 2004]. Using the World Ocean Atlas oxygen data[Garcia184

and Gordon, 1992], this ratio is set to 0.68 ×10−3, which is the same as in Elrod et al.185

[2004], for the low-oxygen waters ([O2] < 30 µM) but is reduced by one order of magni-186

tude for well-oxygenated regions ([O2] > 30 µM).187

2.3 Hydrothermal vents188

The hydrothermal dFe flux is scaled with 3He flux, following Tagliabue et al. [2010]189

with some modifications. Previous work reported the mismatches of hydrothermal dFe sig-190

nals between state-of-the-art Fe biogeochemistry models and observations [Tagliabue et al.,191

2016; Tagliabue and Resing, 2016], especially along the slow-spreading ridges [Saito et al.,192

2013]. The coefficient relating the hydrothermal dFe to 3He fluxes is unlikely a uniform193

constant, thus we vary it for different ocean basins. The same ratio as in Tagliabue et al.194

[2010] is used for the Southern Ocean, but is increased by a factor of 80 in the Atlantic195

Ocean as suggested by Saito et al. [2013], and by a factor of 10 and 103 for the Indian and196

Pacific Oceans, respectively, to better match observations [Nishioka et al., 2013; Resing197

et al., 2015].198

2.4 Organic ligands199

Following previous studies by Tagliabue and Völker [2011] and Misumi et al. [2013]200

(hereafter TV11 and M13), we parameterize two ligand classes as functions of dissolved201

organic carbon (DOC) and apparent oxygen utilization (AOU). The two ligand classes202

(L1 and L2) have different binding strengths to the total free dFe in the seawater. This is203

an improvement from the previous studies of P05 and D05 which uses a single, uniform204

organic ligand. Of the two ligands, L1 is considered to have a stronger binding strength205

(KL1 = 1012
L/mol) and L2 has a weaker binding strength (KL2 = 1011

L/mol). Based on206

previous studies, we assume that L1 is primarily composed of the biologically produced207

siderophores with relatively high conditional stability constant [Adly et al., 2015; Macrel-208

lis et al., 2001]. L2 is assumed to be primarily composed of humics, which may be pro-209

duced by the remineralization of the particulate organic matter [Laglera and van den Berg,210

2009; Velasquez et al., 2016; Vraspir and Butler, 2009]. However, the binding strength for211

humic-like ligand is not certain, as some studies suggested to be weaker than 1011
L/mol212

[Gledhill and Buck, 2012]. Based on these assumptions, we parameterize the spatial distri-213

butions of L1 and L2 as linear functions of DOC and AOU as shown in eqs. 1 and 2.214

L1 = α[DOClabile] (1)215
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L2 = γβ[AOU] + (1 − γ)[L2ref ract ] (2)216

α is calibrated based on the observed surface ligand and labile DOC distributions along217

the GA02 western Atlantic transect, where we assume the observed minimum DOC as the218

proxy for the labile component of DOC [Gerringa et al., 2015; Middag et al., 2015; Salt219

et al., 2015]. The empirical coefficients for L2 (β and γ) are calibrated by fitting to the220

observed ligand distribution along the GEOTRACES transects [Mawji et al., 2015] in a221

least-square sense. In the model, DOClabile is represented in terms of dissolved organic222

phosphorus (DOP), and is calculated as DOClabile = RCPDOP, where RCP (set to 120)223

is the stoichiometric C:P ratio of the organic matter. DOP in the model is generated by224

photosynthesis and has an e-folding decay timescale of 6 months. The mean magnitude of225

DOClabile in our model is generally an order of magnitude smaller than the mean magni-226

tude of observed minimum DOC along the GA02 transect (O(0.1 µM) versus O(1 µM)),227

thus we increase the magnitude of α by a factor of 10 in order to reproduce the observed228

magnitude of L1. β is calibrated based on the observed subsurface ligand and AOU along229

two oceanic transects (the GA02 and GA03 - subtropical North Atlantic Ocean) [Buck230

et al., 2015; Middag et al., 2015; Voelker et al., 2015]. AOU is calculated from dissolved231

O2, temperature, and salinity data [Garcia and Gordon, 1992]. Parameterizing L2 in terms232

of AOU leads to an artificial loss of ligand when the subsurface waters upwell to the sur-233

face and AOU decreases to zero on the timescale of air-sea O2 exchange (~1 month). Al-234

though the decay of AOU in the surface waters could be analogous to the photochemical235

loss of ligands reported in a previous study [Barbeau et al., 2001], we acknowledge that it236

may cause biases in the ligand parameterization. We also include L2ref ract as a constant237

background that represents the highly refractory component of DOC [Hassler et al., 2011].238

It is important to note that this parameterization is fundamentally limited by the avail-239

ability of observational data to calibrate the coefficients, and the ligand parameters and240

formulations may need to be updated as more data becomes available in the future. With241

these limitations in mind, two classes of spatially varying organic ligands are used to solve242

for the dFe complex in the model. The binding of free Fe with the two ligand classes is243

solved iteratively as described in the Supporting Information (S1).244

2.5 Scavenging245

The free Fe (Fe’) that is not bound to ligands is subject to scavenging losses by246

three mechanisms. First, Fe’ can be scavenged onto particulate organic matter based on a247

first-order bulk scavenging rate following Parekh et al. [2005] and Galbraith et al. [2010].248

This scavenging process is parameterized as a function of the concentration of the particu-249

late organic matter and the Fe’ concentration,250

Fe
org
scav = KorgC

0.58
p [Fe

′] (3)251

where Korg is the rate constant and Cp is the particulate organic matter concentration.252

In this model, the concentration of particulate organic matter is not a prognostic vari-253

able and its vertical attenuation with depth is crudely parameterized as a power function254

modified from Martin et al. [1987]. Cp is diagnosed from the sinking particle flux and its255

assumed sinking speed. The exponent of 0.58 follows the empirical study of Honeyman256

et al. [1988].257

Fe scavenged through this mechanism can be released back to the water column258

through the dissolution/remineralization of sinking organic particles [Boyd et al., 2010].259

The model calculates dFe released from organic particles in two components: cellular Fe260

and scavenged Fe. Remineralization of cellular Fe is determined by the Martin curve and261

the Fe:P uptake ratio. Because of scavenging and dissolution processes, the stoichiometric262

Fe:P ratio (RFeP) of organic particles can change along the sinking pathway. The model263

explicitly calculates the vertically variable RFeP by integrating the particulate Fe mass264

balance, and determines the vertical profile of Fe release from organic particles. A de-265

tailed description of this parameterization is provided in the Supporting Information (S2).266
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Secondly, Fe’ can be scavenged onto inorganic particles, which are not produced by267

biological processes and may have lithogenic origin [Boyd et al., 2010; Galbraith et al.,268

2010; Tagliabue et al., 2014b]. As in Galbraith et al. [2010], the inorganic scavenging is269

parameterized as a first order loss process with a rate coefficient, Kinorg ,270

Fe
inorg
scav = Kinorg[Fe

′]. (4)271

Elevated dust deposition enhances the inorganic scavenging process because of the in-272

crease in lithogenic particle concentration under high dust deposition [Ye and Völker, 2017].273

Therefore, we scale the rate constant by the dFe flux from atmospheric deposition. The274

scavenged Fe through this mechanism can also return to the water column by desorption275

from sinking particles. This return dFe flux is calculated in the model from the vertical276

profile of sinking inorganic scavenged-Fe flux, which is represented by a power function277

with a coefficient of -0.4.278

Finally, another scavenging loss process represents the precipitation of Fe’ [Fitzsim-279

mons et al., 2015; Honeyman and Santschi, 1989]. The solubility of Fe’ is very low in the280

oxygenated seawater [Liu and Millero, 2002]; therefore, the model removes the excess con-281

centration of Fe’ that is beyond the Fe solubility, [Fe’max], set to 0.3nM. We acknowledge282

the crude parameterization of this type of Fe’ loss, but it occurs only in a small fraction of283

the model domain with an intense Fe deposition.In addition, another potential loss mecha-284

nism for dFe by the coagulation of colloidal Fe ((defined by the filter size usually between285

0.02 - 0.2µm), which termed colloidal pumping [Honeyman and Santschi, 1989; Tagliabue286

et al., 2016], is not yet represented in our model. The model Fe cycling is schematically287

illustrated in Supporting Figure S1.288

2.6 Experimental design289

The model was spun up for 1,000 years to achieve a quasi-steady state with the stan-290

dard set of parameters (Full run). At the end of the spin up, the model drifts in the global291

inventories of dFe (< 0.01 %/year) and the biological carbon uptake (< 0.02 %/year) are292

minimal. Six sensitivity experiments are initialized from the end of the spin up run with293

altered parameterizations, and integrated for additional 1,000 years to reach new quasi-294

steady states. The purpose of these simulations is to evaluate the relative roles of organic295

ligands, scavenging, remineralization processes, and external sources in regulating the296

ocean dFe cycling. The six experiments are designed as follows.297

• "constL" run uses a uniform constant concentration for ligand (1nM) with KL=1011
298

mol−1L.299

• "constKL" run uses the same conditional stability constant for L1 and L2 (set to300

1011.5 mol−1L).301

• "Large ∆KL" run uses increased difference in the conditional stability constants be-302

tween L1 (set to 1013 mol−1L) and L2 (set to 1010 mol−1L).303

• "No Fe redissolution" run suppresses the dissolution of scavenged Fe associated304

with organic particles.305

• "Weak sed" run reduces the shelf Fe source by 70%.306

• "Weak hydro" run reduces the hydrothermal Fe source by applying a uniform dFe/3He307

ratio as in Tagliabue et al. [2010].308

The first three sensitivity runs will examine different aspects of the ligand parameter-309

ization. Comparing constL and Full run will illustrate the importance of the non-uniform310

ligand distribution. In contrast, constKL and Large ∆KL runs will show the importance311

of different binding strengths between the two types of ligand. The last three runs will312

examine different sources of Fe to the water column. Scavenging of Fe’ onto particulate313

organic matter is a major removal process of dFe, but the scavenged Fe can return to dis-314

solved form in the deeper waters when particles are remineralized. Thus, sinking organic315
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particles can effectively transfer dFe downward in the water column. In the No Fe redis-316

solution run, this process is suppressed in order to assess the importance of the coupled317

scavenging-dissolution process as a subsurface source of dFe. Other model parameters for318

Full and sensitivity runs are provided in Supporting Table 1.319

3 Mechanism behind the subsurface dFe maxima320

The annual mean of the last-year output dFe distribution of the model is compared321

with observations in six GEOTRACES transects: the GA02 [Fig. 2; Rijkenberg et al.,322

2014], CoFeMUG [Fig. 3; Noble et al., 2012; Saito et al., 2013], GI04 [Fig. 4 Nishioka323

et al., 2013], GP02 [Fig. 5 Nishioka and Obata, 2017], GP13 [Fig. 6 Ellwood et al.], and324

GP16 [Fig. 7 Resing et al., 2015]. While comparing the annual mean dFe output with325

GEOTRACES dFe data could lead to some mismatches due to large seasonal changes in326

surface observations [Sedwick et al., 2005; Wu and Boyle, 2002], these comparisons can327

still give us insight on how our model performs and improve our understanding of the328

subsurface dFe distributions. Observational dFe data is obtained from the GEOTRACES329

2017 intermediate data products [Mawji et al., 2015] and we used the objective mapping330

method to interpolate model and observational dFe data onto the same grid which has331

spatial resolution of 1 degree and vertical resolution of 10m near the surface to 100m at332

depth. More details on the model-data comparison method are provided in the Supporting333

Information 3 (SI3). The surface model dFe concentration is low in the sub-polar North334

Pacific, the tropical Pacific, and the Southern Oceans and is high in the tropical Atlantic335

and Indian Oceans because of their proximity to major dust sources (Fig. 1).336

[Figure 1 here]337

Figure 1: Modeled (Full run) surface dFe distribution (black, red, yellow, green, blue, and338

magenta lines indicate cruise tracks of GI04, GP02, GP13, GP16, GA02, and CoFeMUG339

cruises from GEOTRACES, respectively)340

The two transects covering the Atlantic basin reveal unique features of the dFe dis-341

tribution that are distinct from macronutrients. Specifically, dFe shows weak signature of342

major water masses likely due to the distinct patterns of sources and sinks such as atmo-343

spheric deposition, continental shelves, and particle scavenging [Rijkenberg et al., 2014].344

The Indian Ocean transect displays a stark contrast in the dFe distribution between345

the tropical and subtropical waters [Fig. 4a; Nishioka et al., 2013]. The three Pacific346

basin transects display typical features of the dFe distribution for high-nutrient-low-chlorophyll347

regions. The low dFe concentration is ubiquitous at the surface despite the high dFe lev-348

els in the subsurface and deep waters, which are supplied from the low-oxygen continental349

shelves and hydrothermal vents [Nishioka and Obata, 2017; Resing et al., 2015]. All these350

transects show a pattern of dFe maximum at around 300 - 1000m depth, typically near the351

oxygen minimum layer and thus can be a signal of remineralization process [Rijkenberg352

et al., 2014; Noble et al., 2012; Nishioka et al., 2013]. We focus on the model-data com-353

parison for the upper 1,000m by expanding the depth from 0 - 1000m and compressing354

the rest of the water column in Figs. 2-7. While the model shows biases in dFe distribu-355

tion, some general features of the subsurface dFe maxima are reproduced, especially in the356

main thermocline. .357

3.1 Atlantic and Indian Oceans358

The GA02 section maps the meridional dFe distribution along the western Atlantic359

basin [Rijkenberg et al., 2014]. The surface dFe enrichment around 20°N and the strong360

dFe maximum around 300 - 1,000m at 10°N are both reproduced in the Full run of the361

model (Fig. 2ab), but our model displaces the depth of the subsurface dFe peak to a shal-362

lower depth than observed (~400m in the model versus ~600m depth in the observation).363
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Our model also underestimates the magnitude of the surface dFe at 20°N by about 0.4nM.364

The model also reproduces the elevated subsurface dFe observed at 35 - 40°S, but un-365

derestimates its magnitude and somewhat displaces its location further south than obser-366

vations. This feature, which is not captured by most models analyzed in Tagliabue et al.367

[2016], might be explained by the dFe flux from shelves or the Rio de la Plata River [Ri-368

jkenberg et al., 2014].Another model bias is in the subsurface waters around 40°N, where369

our model captures the observed dFe maximum from 400 - 1000m, but its extension is370

up to the surface, while observed surface dFe is low. Several other models mentioned in371

Tagliabue et al. [2016] also have this problem and it may indicate bias in the scavenging372

scheme. Our model also fails to capture features of the hydrothermal signal in the deep373

ocean. Specifically, the modeled hydrothermal dFe signal seems to be displaced and over-374

estimated, especially around 2000-3000m at 20 - 30°S. Although the model exhibits some375

biases, we find the overall results encouraging. With the inclusion of a relatively simple,376

spatially varying ligand parameterization, the model starts to reproduce the observed sub-377

surface dFe maxima at 10°N and at 35 - 40°S, which were not captured by Dutkiewicz378

et al. [2015] whose Fe cycling is based on the earlier version of our model.379

[Figure 2 here]380

Figure 2: dFe distribution along the GA02 transect: (a) Observations, (b) Full run, (c)381

ConstL run, (d)No Fe redissolution run, (e) Weak sed run, and (f) Weak hydro run382

The mechanism behind the observed subsurface maxima is explored through six ad-383

ditional sensitivity experiments. Figs. 2–7 shows a subset of the sensitivity runs. The con-384

stL and No Fe rediss. runs respectively suppress the release of ligand and scavenged Fe385

associated with organic particles. The Weak sed and Weak hydro runs reduce the Fe input386

from continental shelves and hydrothermal vents respectively. The subsurface maximum387

of dFe at 10°N disappears in both constL and No Fe rediss. runs (Fig. 2cd), whereas it al-388

most stays intact in Weak sed and Weak hydro runs. Similarly, the subsurface rich dFe wa-389

ter at 40 °N is greatly decreased in the constL and No Fe rediss. runs, but just slightly de-390

creases in the other two experiments. On the other hand, the elevated subsurface dFe at 35391

- 40°S is significantly reduced in constL, Weak sed, and No Fe rediss runs. The Weak hy-392

dro experiment shows the decrease of dFe only in the deep ocean (Fig. 2f) where the hy-393

drothermal dFe flux dominates. These results suggest that the remineralization sources of394

ligand and dFe are required to sustain the observed dFe subsurface maxima in the GA02395

western Atlantic transect. In addition, the shelf Fe source might be important for the sub-396

surface dFe concentration in the South Atlantic.397

[Figure 3 here]398

Figure 3: dFe distribution along the CoFeMUG transect: (a) Observations, (b) Full run,399

(c) ConstL run, (d)No Fe redissolution run, (e) Weak sed run, and (f) Weak hydro run400

The CoFeMUG section maps the horizontal dFe distribution along the subtropi-401

cal South Atlantic [Noble et al., 2012; Saito et al., 2013]. The subsurface dFe maximum402

around 300–800m at 8–10°E near the eastern margin is captured in the Full run, but its403

magnitude is underestimated while its westward extension is overestimated (Fig. 3ab).404

This maximum is suggested to be associated with remineralization process and/or sed-405

iment input from continental shelves [Noble et al., 2012]. Our model cannot reproduce406

the elevated hydrothermal dFe concentration around 3000m at 15°W, and it generally un-407

derestimates the deep dFe concentration along this transect. The mechanism behind the408

observed subsurface dFe maximum is explored through four sensitivity experiments (Fig.409

3cdef). Similar to the GA02 transect, the subsurface maximum of dFe disappears in both410

the constL (Fig. 3c) and No Fe redis. (Fig. 3d) runs. In the Weak sed run, this feature is411

reduced in magnitude (Fig. 3e). In the Weak hydro run, only the hydrothermal Fe signal412

in the western part of the transect at 3000m is reduced (Fig. 3f). These results suggest413
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that the observed subsurface dFe maximum in the CoFeMUG subtropical South Atlantic414

transect is formed mostly by the simultaneous release of ligand and dFe from organic par-415

ticles, with the sedimentary Fe flux acting as an additional contributing factor.416

[Figure 4 here]417

Figure 4: dFe distribution along the GI04 transect: (a) Observations, (b) Full run, (c)418

ConstL run, (d)No Fe redissolution run, (e) Weak sed run, and (f) Weak hydro run419

The GI04 section maps the meridional dFe distribution in the Indian Ocean [Nish-420

ioka et al., 2013] (Fig. 4). The model captures the pattern of upper ocean dFe distribu-421

tion reasonably well in this region (Fig. 4ab). Specifically, the model captures the strong422

meridional gradient of dFe centered at around 10°S where the tropical thermocline ex-423

hibits the highest dFe concentration. The model also reproduces the subsurface peak of424

dFe in the north Arabian Sea (~ 10°N), but its amplitude and extension are overestimated.425

This feature could be formed by remineralization and/or adjacent reducing sediments [Nish-426

ioka et al., 2013]. The model also overestimates the surface dFe concentration around427

10°N, and cannot reproduce the hydrothermal signal around the Central Indian Ridge seg-428

ment. The overestimation of surface dFe concentration under the high-dust region at 10°N429

could indicate the potential role of scavenging by lithogenic particles as suggested by Ye430

and Völker [2017] for the tropical Atlantic Ocean. Comparing the five model runs in Fig.431

4, it is clear that the release of ligand and dFe from organic particles is important to form432

the dFe maximum. When the ligand is decoupled from the particle remineralization (con-433

stL run), the subsurface dFe maximum disappears entirely (Fig. 4c). When the dissolution434

of organic scavenged Fe is suppressed (No Fe rediss. run), this dFe maximum is signifi-435

cantly reduced in magnitude and extension (Fig. 4d). In contrast, the sedimentary Fe flux436

has a moderate impact only (Fig. 4e). Also, the hydrothermal flux has little effect on the437

dFe distribution in this transect (Fig. 4f).438

3.2 Pacific Ocean439

The GP02 transect maps the zonal dFe distribution in the North Pacific Ocean [Nish-440

ioka et al., 2013] (Fig. 5ab). In this transect, there are several model biases. Our model441

exhibits the high dFe concentration around 800m extending from west to east along the442

transect (Fig. 5ab), but this feature is more zonally elongated than observation. Obser-443

vations indicate a strong subsurface Fe source in the western Pacific, which is underesti-444

mated in the model. The surface dFe concentration is overestimated by 0.4 nM, whereas445

the deep dFe concentration (at > 3000m) is significantly underestimated. The widespread446

overestimation of surface dFe comes from the upwelling of rich-dFe subsurface waters,447

which receive high dFe from the continental shelves. This may imply a weak scavenging448

rate or biases in the factors limiting the biological uptake, potentially related to the co-449

limitation of productivity by macronutrient and Fe [Ingall et al., 2013].450

[Figure 5 here]451

Figure 5: dFe distribution along the GP02 transect: (a) Observations, (b) Full run, (c)452

ConstL run, (d)No Fe redissolution run, (e) Weak sed run, and (f) Weak hydro run453

Despite these biases, processes controlling the simulated subsurface dFe maximum454

at about 800m are explored through four sensitivity experiments (Full, ConstL, No Fe re-455

dissolution, Weak sed, and Weak hydro runs). When the non-uniform ligand is suppressed456

in the (constL) run, this dFe maximum disappears entirely (Fig. 5c). It is also greatly de-457

creased in magnitude when the dFe sediment flux is decreased (Weak sed run, Fig. 5e).458

On the contrary, dFe supply from the remineralization of scavenged Fe and hydrothermal459

vents seems to play only a small part (Fig. 5df). This result is consistent with results of a460

recent observational study [Nishioka and Obata, 2017], suggesting that the high dFe con-461
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centration at mid-depth may come from the sedimentary Fe source. The model bias at this462

depth range could come from biases in the sedimentary Fe flux parameterization, which463

includes significant uncertainty.464

The GP13 maps the zonal dFe distribution in the south western Pacific Ocean. The465

model reproduces several features of the dFe distribution in this region (Fig. 6ab). In par-466

ticular, the model captures the elevated dFe concentration around 600-1000m from 160-467

170°E. Moreover, the model reproduces low surface dFe concentration observed across468

the transect. The strong zonal gradient of subsurface dFe concentration ~ 175°W is repro-469

duced in the model. However, the pattern of subsurface dFe extreme is more horizontally470

and vertically compressed than observed.471

[Figures 6 and 7 here]472

Figure 6: dFe distribution along the GP13 transect: (a) Observations, (b) Full run,473

(c) ConstL run, (d) No Fe redissolution run, (e) Weak sed run, and (f) Weak hydro run474

Figure 7: dFe distribution along the GP16 transect: (a) Observations, (b) Full run,475

(c) ConstL run, (d) No Fe redissolution run, (e) Weak sed run, and (f) Weak hydro run476

The elevated dFe centered around ~ 175°E disappears when the non-uniform pat-477

tern of ligand is suppressed (Fig. 6c) and is greatly decreased in magnitude and extension478

when the dFe hydrothermal flux is reduced (Fig. 6f). On the other hand, this feature is479

only slightly decreased when the release of scavenged Fe associated with organic parti-480

cles or the dFe supply from continental shelves is decreased (Fig. 6de). Thus, our result,481

along with several observational studies [Resing et al., 2015; Fitzsimmons et al., 2014; Ell-482

wood et al.], confirms the role of the long-range transport (thousands of kilometers) of483

hydrothermal dFe from the southern East Pacific Rise to the dFe distribution in the upper484

1000m of the South Pacific Ocean. In addition, our model result suggests that this trans-485

port is facilitated by the existence of a non-uniform, remineralized ligand class, protecting486

dFe from scavenging along the transport pathway.487

The GP16 section maps the zonal dFe distribution across the subtropical South488

Pacific Ocean [Resing et al., 2015] (Fig. 7ab). In this transect, the model captures the489

low dFe concentration at the surface, which is a typical feature for the high-nutrient-low-490

chlorophyll region (Fig. 7ab). However, the subsurface dFe maximum observed over al-491

most the entire water column (from 200m to the bottom) in the eastern margin is greatly492

underestimated by the model. The model bias in this region is consistent with many other493

models analyzed in Tagliabue et al. [2016]. Our model only shows a weak signal of this494

feature around 800-1000m with the concentration of 0.8 nM, about a half of the obser-495

vation. This signal is disappeared in three sensitivity experiments: ConstL, No Fe rediss.,496

Weak sed (Fig. 7cde). A recent observational study argued that this maximum could be a497

signal of a very persistent dFe flux from resuspended sediments [John et al., 2017]. Fur-498

thermore, the observed hydrothermal signal around 3,000m at 110°W is displaced west-499

ward and greatly underestimated in our model. This hydrothermal signal is decreased in500

the model when a lower dFe/3
He ratio from Tagliabue et al. [2010] is applied (Fig. 7f).501

Summarizing the results so far, the model-data comparison showed some strengths502

and weaknesses in reproducing the observed dFe distribution. The model was able to re-503

produce the general pattern and magnitude of the subsurface dFe maxima in many sec-504

tions (GA02, CoFeMUG, GI04, GP13), but it also showed significant model biases in505

other sections (GP02 and GP16). Sensitivity runs showed the relative importance of dif-506

ferent Fe sources in reproducing the observation and implied some potential causes for507

model biases. For deep waters, the hydrothermal vents are the most important Fe source.508

Thus, mismatches in the deep ocean between model and observed dFe concentration likely509

originate from biases in the model parameterization of hydrothermal dFe source. The mid-510

depth dFe in the GA02, CoFeMUG, and GI04 transects is particularly sensitive to the511
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remineralization of scavenged Fe associated with the sinking organic particles. In con-512

trast, the mid-depth dFe is sensitive to sedimentary dFe sources in GP02 and GP16 and to513

hydrothermal dFe inputs in GP13. Sensitivity experiments also revealed the important role514

of the non-uniform distribution of organic ligands in all of the sections. Elevated ligand515

concentration in the mid-depth water column plays a crucial role in the retention of dFe.516

Additional sensitivity experiments (constKL and Large ∆KL) are performed to examine the517

importance of different types of ligands.518

4 The sensitivity of dFe distribution to the ligand binding strength519

[Figures 8 and 9 here]520

Figure 8: Modeled dFe distribution along the GEOTRACES transects from the521

constKL run: (a) GA02, (b) GI04 (c) CoFeMUG, (d) GP02, (e) GP13, and (f) GP16522

Figure 9: Modeled dFe distribution along the GEOTRACES transects from the523

Large ∆KL run: (a) GA02, (b) GI04 (c) CoFeMUG, (d) GP02, (e) GP13, and (f) GP16524

Two sensitivity experiments are specifically designed to examine the role of ligands’525

binding strengths in controlling the dFe distribution. The constKL run sets the two con-526

ditional stability constants to be at the intermediate value, 1011.5 mol−1L. The Large ∆KL527

run does the opposite, making the difference between these two values greater (1013mol−1L528

for L1 and 1010mol−1L for L2). Again the models are spun up for 1,000 years to reach a529

new steady state, and the results are displayed in Figs. 8 and 9.530

Due to the large increase in the dFe values, Fig. 8 uses a different color bar rela-531

tive to the six previous figures. Below the surface waters, the organic ligand is dominated532

by the L2 ligand. In the constKL run, the binding strength of the subsurface ligand L2533

is increased by a factor of 3 (from 1011 to 1011.5mol−1L). In response, the amplitude of534

the subsurface dFe maxima increases by about factor of 2 in the model. This leads to an535

increase in the surface ocean dFe concentration even though the surface ligand class L1536

is decreased from 1012 to 1011.5mol−1L. This is caused by the vertical supply of subsur-537

face elevated dFe concentration to the surface waters via vertical mixing and upwelling538

[Tagliabue et al., 2014a] This result indicates the prominent role of L2 in the retention539

of dFe throughout the water column, thus increasing the binding strength of L2 caused a540

widespread overestimation of dFe in all of the transects.541

Fig. 9 shows the results from the Large ∆KL run. In this case, the binding strength542

of the subsurface ligand L2 decreases by a factor of 10 (from 1011 to 1010mol−1L), and543

the global dFe concentration in general decreases by a factor of 5. Fig. 9 uses a different544

color bar relative to the previous figures because of the low dFe concentrations. Despite545

the increase in L1 (from 1012 to 1013mol−1L), the overall dFe concentration in the water546

column is controlled by the binding strength of L2. More importantly, all the observed547

GEOTRACES dFe maxima disappeared or are greatly reduced in magnitude in the Large548

∆KL run. These results highlight the crucial role of the subsurface ligand class in main-549

taining mid-depth dFe maxima.550

5 Discussion and Conclusion551

The GEOTRACES program [Anderson et al., 2014; Henderson et al., 2007; Mawji552

et al., 2015] has significantly increased the data coverage for dFe and ligands in the global553

oceans, providing a unique opportunity to test ocean biogeochemistry models and improve554

the representation of biogeochemical processes essential for the Fe cycling [Tagliabue555

et al., 2016; Völker and Tagliabue, 2015]. While there have been significant advances in556

the understanding and modeling capability of the Fe cycling in the last decade, the new557

observations revealed that there are many features of dFe distribution that are still missing558
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or heavily biased in the current generation of models [Tagliabue et al., 2016]. Motivated559

by the newly available dataset, we explored the processes driving the observed ocean dFe560

distribution by a suite of sensitivity experiments in an ocean biogeochemistry model with561

a refined parameterization for the Fe cycling. Specifically, our model includes three exter-562

nal dFe sources, which are modified from previous studies [Dutkiewicz et al., 2015; Moore563

and Braucher, 2008] to better reproduce the observations, and an improved ligand param-564

eterization. Our ligand parameterization considers two spatially varying ligand classes,565

which have different binding strengths. Their distributions are parameterized as functions566

of DOC and AOU. The empirical constants in the ligand parameterizations are calibrated567

to fit the observed ligand distribution in the least square sense. While these parameteri-568

zation themselves are not new and have some limitations [Gledhill and Buck, 2012; Ve-569

lasquez et al., 2016], the simplicity of this approach allows us to determine the underlying570

mechanisms in a clear way.571

Even though our model still has several biases when compared with observation, it572

starts capturing some major features such as the subsurface dFe maxima observed in vari-573

ous GEOTRACES transects in different ocean basins [Rijkenberg et al., 2014; Noble et al.,574

2012; Nishioka et al., 2013; Nishioka and Obata, 2017; Resing et al., 2015], and provided575

an improved understanding of the mechanisms behind them. In particular, we examined576

the relative roles of the release of scavenged Fe back to the water column via the reminer-577

alization of sinking organic particles [Boyd et al., 2010; Velasquez et al., 2016] and of the578

external dFe supply from continental shelves and hydrothermal vents. The former process579

turned out to be the crucial mechanism behind the subsurface dFe maxima in the thermo-580

cline of high-dust regions. In the surface of the tropical Atlantic and Indian Oceans, the581

deposited dust Fe is mostly scavenged onto organic particles, which then sink and rem-582

ineralize at mid-depth water column. In addition, the non-uniform distribution of relatively583

weaker L2 ligand was found to be the key factor for maintaining the subsurface dFe max-584

ima in the model. Parameterizing the L2 ligand using the AOU distribution was crucial to585

improve dFe distribution by representing the particle-remineralization as a source of the586

ligand. Similar results are reported in Tagliabue et al. [2016], who showed that the inclu-587

sion of the particle-remineralization source for ligand in ocean biogeochemistry models588

improves the reproduction of the subsurface dFe maxima. Earlier models (P05, D05, and589

Tagliabue et al. [2016]) that applied a uniform constant ligand and neglected the dissolu-590

tion of scavenged Fe did not reproduce the observed subsurface dFe maxima. When the591

release of either scavenged Fe or ligand from c1sinking organic particles is suppressed, c1 Text

added.

592

the subsurface dFe maxima observed in the Indian and Atlantic Ocean transects are ei-593

ther disappeared or greatly reduced in magnitude in the model. Thus, in high dust regions594

of the Indian and Atlantic basins, the simultaneous release of ligand and scavenged Fe595

from organic particles not only supplies dFe to the subsurface waters but also protects dFe596

from being scavenged, maintaining a high level of subsurface dFe concentration. In fact,597

the model tends to overestimate the surface dFe in high dust regions, likely indicates bias598

in the representation of processes that remove dFe where dust deposition is high [Ye and599

Völker, 2017].This bias may reflect the missing colloidal pumping mechanism for dFe loss600

in our model, which could be important for high dust deposition regions [Fitzsimmons601

et al., 2015].602

The Fe sources from the continental shelves and hydrothermal vents are found to be603

the important sources of the subsurface dFe maxima in the thermocline of low-dust re-604

gions in the Pacific Ocean. The particle-remineralized ligand is also important in sustain-605

ing the subsurface dFe maxima in these regions, but the dFe supply from organic particles606

seems to be less important than from external sources. In the deep waters, the model still607

shows several biases including the tendency to underestimate deep dFe concentration and608

to displace the dFe hydrothermal signals. The underestimation of hydrothermal Fe can be609

addressed by increasing the dFe/3He ratio relative to the value suggested by Tagliabue610

et al. [2010]and using different ratios for different ocean basins. However, the spatial bi-611
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ases indicate potential biases in the source regions of the hydrothermal dFe and how it is612

transported in the deep ocean.613

Fig. 10 shows the dFe sources and sinks from all of the experiments. In terms of614

the external Fe sources, the hydrothermal and sedimentary Fe sources dominate the Fe615

input into the ocean. The largest removal mechanism is the scavenging onto inorganic par-616

ticles, which is partially mediated by the release of Fe by remineralization and desorption.617

[Figure 10 here]618

Figure 10: The globally integrated sources and sinks of dFe from each of the model runs.619

"Sed" is the shelf sediment, and "hyd" is for hydrothermal source. "dis" is for release of620

dFe from remineralization and desorption, and "sco" and "sci" are the scavenging onto or-621

ganic and inorganic particles respectively. "bio" is for the loss of Fe due to the biological622

uptake.623

When the external Fe input is reduced in Weak sed and Weak hydro runs, the re-624

moval of Fe by the inorganic scavenging is also reduced, thus balancing the input and625

output on the global scale. In these simulations, dFe maxima in high dust regions seem626

to be only slightly decreased, reflecting the dominance of the atmospheric deposition and627

internal cycling processes in these regions.628

When the dissolution of organic scavenged Fe is turned off (No Fe rediss run), the629

remineralization and desorption source of Fe is diminished in the global budget. However,630

the subsurface dFe maxima in the Pacific basin (GP13 and GP02) were not significantly631

affected in this run, reflecting the dominance of external inputs, in particular, the sedimen-632

tary and hydrothermal sources. Given the potential role of the subsurface dFe as a source633

for Fe-limited upwelling regions [Tagliabue et al., 2014a], these external sources can have634

far-reaching effects on the marine ecosystems and the biological carbon pumps.635

The sensitivity experiments with altered ligand parameterizations showed that the636

global dFe budget and distribution are sensitive to the strength and concentration of the637

subsurface ligand. When the binding strength of this ligand class increases/decreases, the638

global mean dFe concentration is increased/decreased. In particular, when the binding639

strength is reduced, almost all the mid-depth dFe maxima disappeared in the model. The640

impact of the siderophores-type surface ligand seems to be negligible in controlling the641

subsurface dFe maxima and the global dFe budget in general. These effects are best seen642

by looking at the change of dFe concentration in ocean transects but not as clear when ex-643

amining the global dFe budget (Fig. 10). These results suggest that the uncertainty in the644

binding strength of L2 ligand class has a big implication on the dFe cycling.645

Finally, this study owes its existence to the hard work of the scientific community646

who joined the efforts to produce high-quality measurements of trace metal elements and647

associated biogeochemical variables across the global oceans. In this light, it is critical648

to maintain the observing capabilities and to develop an improved understanding of the649

mechanisms driving the ocean’s trace metal cycling and its impact on the ecosystem and650

biogeochemical cycling.651
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